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Introduction
Despite Amazon’s advanced development for third party sellers, many 
marketers remain stagnant in their ability to harness the full potential of 
Amazon’s vast user base. 

If sellers intend to thrive in the 2016 Marketplace they will need to 
develop a sophisticated strategy focused on performance optimization.

There seems to be an apparent gap between those merchants which are 
simply selling on Amazon and those which are truly moving the needle for 
their businesses through a strategic marketplace approach.

Unfortunately, due to the lack of high quality resources on Amazon 
Optimization, many sellers still do not understand how to tackle the 
marketplace as a sophisticated seller. Whether it be creating content, 
enhancing catalog discoverability, repricing, getting the most out of FBA, 
providing top-tier customer service, or understanding the inputs that  
drive Buy Box share, we provide Amazon sellers with the 20 best practices 
to elevate their sales strategy.

The following white paper is designed for new and growing Amazon 
sellers to understand the strategies of the Marketplaces top sellers. 
For sophisticated sellers, this is an opportunity to validate your existing 
strategy. Ultimately, these 20 characteristics are all shared by our most 
successful clients. 
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Higher Sales

Higher Search 

Ranking

Marketing Strategy

1. Optimized Amazon Product Content

Similar to Google’s search algorithm, Amazon has it’s own infrastructure that determines 
where your product will rank. The best way to think about Amazon’s search ranking is to 
envision yourself as the shopper.

When shoppers are searching for a pair of “red sunglasses”, it’s likely they will type their query 
in the Amazon search bar rather than filter through the categories section. Keywords are then 
matched against the search terms marketers have entered for their product.

Because “search” is the way most shoppers look for products, it is important 
to develop product titles and descriptions with all the necessarily product field 
optimizations to stand out and rank against competitors.

According to Amazon, “The number of views for a product detail page can increase significantly 
by adding just one additional search term―if it’s a relevant and compelling term.”

Other factors such as price, availability, selection and sales history will also help determine 
where a product will appear in the search results. Typically, products with higher sales 
will be placed higher up on the Amazon ranking search list. The more sales, the better 
chances of higher ranking.

In this section we will take a closer look at some of the most influential factors for Amazon 
ranking, including detail pages (product titles, descriptions).
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Optimizing your product content will have a direct impact on your organic ranking and sales. 
You want to make it as easy as possible for shoppers to find, identify and digest your products. 
The key is all in creating a great detail page.

PRO-TIP: Amazon’s Brand Registry program ensures that brand owners―manufacturers of a 
given product―have content authority on a given detail page. Any content a brand-registered 
seller submits will automatically have a higher chance of surfacing on the detail page, which 
has a major impact on the discoverability of that ASIN’s detail page.

2. Developed Detail Pages

A great detail page, as seen below―accurately presents all the product information a customer 
would want and need in order to make a buying decision. In creating these detail page 
elements, it is critical to be as accurate as possible with the product information. Customers 
want to know exactly what they are buying.

Every Detail Page Should Include:

A concise and unique title, in Amazon.com title style

5 bullet points conveying the most important information about the product

An accurate description of the product, discussing all its major features in detail

A clear product image of exactly what the customer is purchasing

http://www.cpcstrategy.com/blog/2015/10/amazon-brand-registry/
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3. Robust Amazon Product Titles

As of July 15, 2015, Amazon has implemented a 200-character title maximum for all categories. 
Any title length more than 200 characters will be suppressed from search and browse. 

Within the 200 Character Limitations Retailers Should Consider:

•  Capitalizing the first letter of each word

•  Spelling out measure words such as Ounce, Inch, and Pound

•  All numbers should be numerals

•  Ampersands should not be used in titles unless part of a brand name; spell out and lowercase “and”

•  If the size is not a relevant detail, do not list it in the title

•  If the product does not come in multiple colors, the color should not be noted in the title

•  Lead the concatenation structure with the Brand

•  Relevancy is key―use search engine-friendly terms like “long sleeve” instead of “l/s”

•  The Parent Test: How would one of your parents search for a product?

•  The customer should be 100% confident in making a purchase based entirely on the title alone

•  Use commas to separate data elements

•  Optimal title lengths are usually between 80 and 250 characters but vary by category and upload type

•  Pulling a reverse feed and updating titles in bulk using flat files templates is easiest for multiple products

•  All categories EXCEPT Clothing, Accessories & Luggage, Sporting Goods, and Beauty show best selling child   

   variations and attributes in search results

A GOOD RULE-OF-THUMB FOR 
OPTIMIZED PRODUCT TITLES: 

Brand + Style + Product Type + 
Material + Keyword + Branded 
Color + Color
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What Not to Include in Amazon Product Titles

Within the 200 character limitations retailers should NOT include:

•  Price and quantity
•  Do not use all caps
•  Do not include seller information
•  Do not include promotional messages such as “Sale”
•  Do not include suggestive commentary such as “Best Seller”
•  Do not use symbols such as ($, !, ?)

Keywords are a vital component of any product title but retailers should be weary of keyword 
stuffing―a practice that can be detrimental to your ranking. Products with clear and detailed 
information are more likely to earn a higher click-through-rate and convert. The increase in 
sales will ultimately lead to better ranking.

This is a good example of an optimized product title:
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4. Using the Search Term Report in  
Sponsored Products 

Since Amazon customers tend to have a higher intent to purchase, selecting the best keywords 
for your products is a vital component of your marketing strategy.

Bidding on the right keywords for your products can improve your page sales rank 
and organic listings, and will ultimately influence your product sales. The tricky part is 
figuring out what the best tools are for keyword harvesting.

Although many third party keyword tools look appealing, they will not give advertisers the raw 
data required to make educated bidding and strategy decisions. Third party keyword services 
can definitely bring value to your campaigns, but should only be used as a complementary tool 
to Sponsored Products data.

This is why we recommend that advertisers utilize the Search Term Report for Sponsored 
Products located in Seller Central as their main source of keyword harvesting.

The biggest reason you want to pull this type of report is because it’s actual customer data. It’s 
not theoretical search term data, this is what your customers have been searching for to find 
your products. We have a thorough article on how to use the Sponsored Products Search Term 
Report here. 

PRO-TIP: Sponsored Products is a vital and robust advertising tool available to third party 
sellers (which we will discuss in more detail later).

http://www.cpcstrategy.com/blog/2016/01/amazon-keyword-tool/
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Use the Data / Tools that Amazon Provides to Make Those 
Strategic Decisions

Ultimately, we believe Sponsored Products is the best keyword harvesting tool out there. As we 
mentioned there are additional tools available to advertisers as a complementary resource for 
keyword harvesting including AMZ Tracker and Merchant Words. These tools are good if you 
are just trying to cast a wide net. 

5. Creating How-to Product Videos

To market your products while still abiding by Amazon’s strict guidelines regarding driving 
traffic away from the site, you need to get creative. John Lawson, Chief Consultant of ColderICE 
Media and successful Amazon seller, swears by how-to product videos for driving traffic, and 
subsequently, sales, to his Amazon listings. 

https://www.amztracker.com/
https://www.merchantwords.com/
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Back in the early 2000s, John’s business 3rd Power Outlet was selling bandanas on Amazon. 
He was repeatedly asked by customers how to tie a bandana like Tupac. Feeling a little tired 
of answering the question again and again, John created a YouTube video with a quick tutorial 
on how to tie his bandanas like Tupac. Whenever shoppers asked him this question again, he 
would send them a link to the video.

As a result, John’s YouTube video has over 300,000 hits and still brings him traffic today. It put 
3rd Power Outlet on the map, and cost him nothing to create. Take a page out of his book, and 
consider what types of questions your buyers have regarding your products, and if you could 
create a similar how-to video or product demo to share with buyers. If you use a feedback 
management service to request reviews, include a link to the video within the content of  
your email. 

You’ll provide buyers with content they want and establish yourself as a helpful seller, which 
can increase your chances of earning positive feedback. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tovZwQF_LuA
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6. Consistently Aggregating Product Reviews

You might think that having a good amount of product reviews is just a general ecommerce 
best practice, and this is true, but product reviews on the Amazon Marketplace – an 
ecommerce sales channel with its own unique set of rules―play a significant and multifaceted 
role in overall sales performance.

In the scope of Amazon selling strategy, feedback management is going to be an area where 
you can differentiate yourself on the ultra-competitive Marketplace. 

In this case, product reviews will affect both your product Discoverability and product Buyability.

Let’s dive into the greater impact of Amazon product reviews on Marketplace selling 
performance and how Advanced sellers should be thinking about Amazon product feedback 
management as a significant aspect of overall strategy.

7. Understanding Product Feedback’s Impact on 
Discoverability

How many product reviews an ASIN has is a significant factor in influencing organic rank. For 
this reason, having a process in place to consistently drive up product review count for your 
top and new ASINs is an important step towards becoming a successful Amazon seller. Sites 
like Snagshout and ILovetoReview are very popular product review networks that our clients 
have had success with.

http://cpcstrategy.com/amazon-discoverability/
http://cpcstrategy.com/amazon-buyability/
https://www.snagshout.com/
https://www.ilovetoreview.com/
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Additionally, search filters are an integral part of product Discoverability on Amazon, and one 
of the most prominently placed filters for any given search is “Avg. Customer Review” (a.k.a. 
product feedback). 

Any Amazon customer will attest that one of Amazon’s best value props is that it’s a hub for 
many unbiased customer reviews, and so they’ll often search using this filter.

If you think of product Discoverability as “Amazon SEO,” the goal is for your products to receive 
better exposure on the Amazon SERP and show up for relevant search queries.  And so a given 
ASIN will become less discoverable if it: 

Does not have any product reviews

If it doesn’t have a positive review rating

A

B
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8. Understanding Product Feedback’s Impact  
on Buyability

Amazon product pages are no exception to the conversion rate optimization (CRO) best 
practice of including a lot of product reviews on an ecommerce product page. Social proof is 
a powerful purchase decision influence and customer reviews often contain information not 
covered in the product features or description.
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On a given Amazon product detail page, you can implement your own CRO best practices 
through investing in optimizing your product content and/or attaining product reviews. Both 
will allow the shopper to better make an informed purchase decision.

So while product reviews affect both the Amazon SERP and the Amazon detail page, it doesn’t 
always make sense for a seller to prioritize feedback management.

9. Leveraging Feedback Management Technology

Whether you’re focusing on increasing the Discoverability of a given ASIN (increase sessions) or 
driving more conversions on a product detail page (increase orders), there’s really only 2 very 
similar scenarios where it makes sense to invest resources into accumulating product reviews 
(of course, with the hopes that these reviews will be positive):

You’re the only seller for an 

ASIN, presumably because 

you’re the manufacturer

You have very high Buy Box 

ownership share for a given ASIN
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In both cases, your Buy Box ownership share will be 100% or close to it. This means that your 
offer will be front and center when a shopper transfers from the SERP to the product detail page. 

You can see how it would be illogical to pay a feedback management company to accumulate 
reviews for you if your offer isn’t the one showing up most of the time, even if that product is 
one of your top-performers. 

You don’t want to implement CRO best practices for your competitor.

We’ve found Feedback Genius to be the software of choice for major Amazon sellers when it 
comes to implementing an “automatic” feedback solicitation process. 

These Automated Emails Post-Purchase Can be Used to:

Increase product reviews

Solicit seller feedback 

Market discount codes

All things said, product feedback management is almost a secondary aspect of “Amazon 
optimization,” meaning it shouldn’t be the first thing you focus on when implementing a 
sophisticated, professional seller strategy. 

1

2

3

http://www.feedbackgenius.com/
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10. Integrating a Repricing Solution

Repricing strategy is typically only relevant for: 

•  Resellers with high Buy Box competition  

•  Brand manufacturers that have competition from unauthorized resellers

For this reason, repricing is not necessarily a prerequisite for every sophisticated Amazon seller. 

As the ecommerce market becomes increasingly competitive, retailers need to be able to 
easily monitor their competitors and the market as a whole. Pricing intelligence software and 
dynamic pricing allow for this and incorporate other factors such as the level of demand and 
conversion rates.

Dynamic pricing is a strategy used by many sellers to adjust their product prices in response 
to real-time supply and demand. This strategy allows retailers to remain competitive 24/7 and 
can have a direct impact on boosting profits. Price optimization software can improve gross 
margins by up to 10%.

Dynamic pricing provides sellers with the flexibility to decrease prices to increase 
sales when they’re lacking, and increase prices to generate more profit when they’re 
performing well. 

One of the largest retailers to use dynamic repricing is Amazon. On average the marketplace 
changes its prices every 10 minutes. Most retailers will opt for repricing software, since the 
manual labor required to monitor your own products would be astronomical.

http://www.cpcstrategy.com/blog/2015/04/dynamic-pricing-disrupting-online-retail-2015/
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In addition to pricing, Dynamic pricing software also provides sellers with insights on market 
trends. With some services, retailers can actually test different price levels and observe price 
elasticities before selecting the optimal market price.

According to a recent article, in the world of pricing specifically, fully automated dynamic 
pricing we have seen the industry shift from manual competitor price monitoring, to 
automated competitor price monitoring, to incorporating the monitoring into rule-based 
semi-automatic pricing, and now the next step is full automation. Machine-learning, complex 
demand estimation and algorithm-based repricing is what the future holds.

“Repricing automation used to be a luxury reserved for the big name retailers–Amazon, 
Walmart, and Best Buy–just to name a few. With vast resources at their disposal, they 
are able to build dynamic pricing engines in-house, making it possible to always match 
pricing with brand image, while staying competitive. However, this type of data-driven 
repricing is becoming more available to online retailers of all sizes.

“Online retail is the perfect industry for dynamic pricing because it’s already so fast 
paced. Secondly, with the help of third party repricers, it’s easy for online sellers of all 
sizes to update their prices with the click of a button, unlike the effort and time needed 
to change prices in-store.”

- Angelica Valentine, Marketing Manager | Wiser

http://www.cpcstrategy.com/blog/2015/04/dynamic-pricing-disrupting-online-retail-2015/
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Amazon Advertising

11. Access to Amazon Marketing Services

Amazon Marketing Services (AMS) offers effective tools to help sellers stand out against their 
competitors and drive traffic to product detail pages and branded pages. The program is 
available to all Amazon vendors and select third party sellers. The most difficult aspect for 
third party sellers is gaining access to the program. 

The primary benefit of using AMS over other services, is that it gives sellers/
advertisers a direct opportunity to get their products and brand in front of additional 
in-market shoppers on Amazon.com. Specifically, the ability to target individual product 
detail pages gives sellers an opportunity to introduce their products directly alongside 
competitor products when consumers are at the last stage prior to conversion.

Amazon Marketing Services (AMS) is an advertising solution to enhance brand discoverability 
and drive demand for their products sold on Amazon.com through:

Headline Search Ads Sponsored Products Product Display Ads

For more information on how to 

gain access to AMS as a 3P seller 

email, tara @cpcstartegy.com
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Headline Search Ads

Headline Search is banner advertising on Amazon located in prominent placement above the 
search results. Headline Search Ads are based on the ability to capture search intent and go 
after specific searches with a combination of a graphic and a text based ad. 

Retailers can drive traffic from their ad to their Amazon Branded Page, best-selling products 
or a custom URL. One of the key strategies to remember when using Headline Search Ads is to 
match keyword intent with the landing page that you are driving traffic to.

The goal of Headline Search Ads is to allow brands to create keyword targeted ad campaigns 
to drive traffic to product detail pages or branded storefronts.

Headline search ads are most valuable to vendors who want to drive traffic to their retail 
brand page and target ads by keywords through high visibility placement in the search results. 

The golden rule here is to reduce friction for your shoppers and drive traffic based on 
keywords to put the most relevant products in front of them.
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Product Display Ads

Product Display Ads boost product visibility by offering an “offensive and / or defensive” 
advertising strategy. Display Ads are typically found on the right side of a brand’s detail page 
(or on a competitor’s detail page).

Offensive Campaigns 

Place a Product Display Ad on  

your competitor's product  

detail page

Defensive Campaigns 

Keep competitors off your product 

detail page by placing your own 

Product Display ad on your  

detail pages

Product Display Ads help brands drive sales with 
interest-based or product-targeted advertising. With 
product-targeting vendors can select the products and 
the detail pages where they want their products to 
show up on.

“In order to have a successful advertising campaign (using the AMS 
ad units) it’s a combination of well-crafted campaigns, and properly 
selected products or keywords (depending on the ad type you’re 
choosing) - that are driving to detail pages with robust content and 
images to ensure the highest conversion rate you can get.

- Pat Petriello, Senior Marketplace Strategyist  |  CPC Strategy
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12. Scaling Sponsored Products

Sponsored Products

Sponsored Products is one of the most powerful tools sellers can leverage to increase 
profitability and exposure for their online store, and at this point in the program, it should be 
considered a requisite for any growing seller.

With Sponsored Products, ads can appear below the search results, in the right column on 
search results pages, and in an ad placement on detail pages. Ads may also appear on both 
mobile and tablet browsers. 

Amazon Sponsored Products use targeted ads to give 3Ps more control over product 
merchandising on Amazon.com by boosting the visibility of their products when shoppers 
search for keywords to bid on. Sellers pay a fee for this service only when an Amazon shopper 
clicks their ad to go to the detail page where the offer is listed. 

The goal of Amazon Sponsored Products is to get products placed on the first page of the 
Amazon SERP for desired search terms. Sponsored Products also help vendors to increase 
product visibility for new offers, unique selections, offers with low glance views, clearance 
items, and seasonal promotions. 

Making sure your products are getting found on Amazon is key for success and properly 
leveraging Sponsored Products is essential to maximize your visibility on the  
Amazon marketplace.
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Sponsored Products for Third Party Sellers also offers robust options through automatic and 
manual campaigns, and it’s often the best strategy to use a combination of both, starting 
with automatic:

Automatic Campaigns 

Ads are surfaced by the relevancy 

of the shopper query to seller's 

product content

Manual Targeting 

Ads are surfaced by the relevancy 

of the shopper query to seller's 

chosen keyword targets

Check out our recent guide for more information on automatic vs. manual campaigns in 
Sponsored Products.

Beyond Amazon’s advertising options such as AMS (specifically leveraging Sponsored Products 
& it’s tools), there are also other ways to “complete the loop” using Facebook as a way to  
re-engage customers. 

http://www.cpcstrategy.com/wp-content/uploads/2014/12/amazon-sponsored-products.pdf
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13. Using Facebook Targeting and 
Traffic Generation

Have you ever checked out a product on Amazon and seen it pop back up 
on your Facebook feed later? That’s essentially how Facebook and other 
off-Amazon channels can be used to drive sales on Amazon. 

Facebook has emerged as one of the industry’s top prospecting tools 
available for retailers―the ability to zone in on a precise target market 
allows your brand/products to get in front of a new audience. Top-tier 
sellers understand this and are willing to allocate budget to the channel.

The ability to flood a product detail page with traffic and conversions can 
have a profound impact on your organic ranking, and so we’ve seen many 
sellers use Facebook to reliably direct traffic to their Amazon detail pages.

But on to the big question here: Since you don’t host your detail pages, how 
do you know if your investment in advertising is working?

Ultimately, coupon codes have proven to be the most reliably trackable 
method for Amazon traffic generation.

http://www.cpcstrategy.com/blog/2015/09/traffic-to-amazon/
http://www.cpcstrategy.com/blog/2015/09/traffic-to-amazon/
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This Idylic Homes ad shows a product purchasable on Amazon and heavily discounted using a 
coupon code. This “claim code” has a limited number of uses to avoid giving away too many 
products and allows the seller to know that a given purchase can be attributed to  
Facebook advertising. 

Ultimately, this seller’s goal is to 

Use these short-term giveaways as a source of review and generation 

To “BSR hack” their way to a top organic placement for a given search. 

In this case, that search is “cooking gifts,” which is the SERP result when clicking through on the ad.

1

2
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Our stance here is that any attempt to “hack” the Amazon search rank algorithm is a leap 
of faith and an investment that shouldn’t be taken lightly. It’s yet to be proven that these 
short sales spurts have a consistent, long-term effect on overall sales rank or if it’s simply 
a temporary boost. Your current sales velocity, feedback management process, repricing 
strategy, and product margins are all separate factors to consider before implementing a 
product “giveaway” like this.

For more info on this strategy, feel free to email tara@cpcstrategy.com.

14. Scheduling Lightning Deals

An Amazon Lightning Deal is a promotion with a limited number of discount offers on an 
item for a short period of time. These premium deals can be found throughout Amazon.com, 
including the Gold Box page and are available one per customer, until either the promotional 
period (typically 4 hour blocks) for the deal expires or all the available promotional discounts 
are claimed.

mailto:tara@cpcstrategy.com
https://www.amazon.com/gp/help/customer/display.html/ref=hp_565778_ablightning?nodeId=201134080
http://www.amazon.com/gp/goldbox/ref=nav_cs_gb
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Although the seller sacrifices profit in the form of the discount, Lightning Deals are a great 
marketing tool for raising awareness around a product and/or brand.

Products that are featured in Amazon’s Lightning Deal spaces typically enjoy a bump 
in sales throughout the duration of the deal.

It is difficult to obtain access to Lightning Deals without a direct contact at Amazon. For more 
information on Lightning Deals, check out our recent blog post.

What are the Amazon Lightning Deal requirements?

Proposed Deal Price is at least 20% off current buy-box price

ASIN does not have an Amazon Retail offer (Third Party unique ASINs)

ASIN with a sale price must be greater than or equal to $10 (US)

ASINs in hardlines or consumable product lines only

Seller in-stock units is more than 20 units

No Add-On Items (if the product is in FBA)

Over 3.5 review stars (if no stars, then it will be monitored during the deal)

Item condition is new

High quality image, good title and complete detail page

Product must be in FBA

At least 10 (or more) reviews on the ASIN

Must have at least 30 days worth of inventory in FBA

Must have at least $5,000 in current inventory value

Third party offers only (no vendor applications)

For products with variations, all variations must be discounted and participating in the deal

http://www.cpcstrategy.com/blog/2015/06/what-are-amazon-lightning-deals/
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Fulfillment and Inventory 
Management

15. Managing Inventory at a Large-Scale

If you fulfill orders via an assortment of warehouses, dropshippers and suppliers, you need 
an organized and automated system of communicating new sales orders to your third-party 
providers. Feed management systems or dropship management software are designed to 
auto-route sales orders to your associated suppliers and warehouses. 

Many will have you define the formats of these exported sales orders, and then communicate 
them as a sale is made for hands-off fulfillment. This information is typically communicated via 
an FTP or HTTP location in a CSV format.
 
Once the order has been shipped, feed management and dropship systems will connect with 
warehouses to obtain tracking information, which should then be automatically communicated 
to the sales channel where the purchase was made. 

The best types of software will also offer inventory and order management features, so that 
your fulfillment is handled and stock levels remain accurate at all times. Sites like WebRetailer 
and Ecombytes have extensive software directories, and forum where you can ask other 
Amazon sellers what they use to manage suppliers.
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16. Assuming a Hybrid Approach to FBA & FBM

The Role of Fulfillment by Amazon (FBA)

If you sell on Amazon, or are looking to sell on Amazon as a third party seller, one of the first 
decisions you need to make is whether to use Fulfillment by Amazon (FBA) or to handle your 
fulfillment in house (or by a service).

Using FBA can significantly impact your sales and fulfillment efficiency, but FBA may not be a 
good choice for your online store depending on your goals.

In a 2014 survey, 71 percent of FBA respondents reported that their unit sales increased on 
Amazon.com more than 20 percent since joining FBA. 

Fulfillment by Amazon is a strategic program that helps many third-party Marketplace sellers 
get ahead of their competitors. Knowing which segments of inventory to deploy for FBA 
is a huge advantage in both driving sessions to listings and owning a higher share of 
detail page conversions.

With FBA, the seller is only required to label and ship units to an Amazon warehouse. 

This is done through Seller Central, where FBA inventory can be tracked and replenished by 
the seller.

Once Amazon receives and scans-in the units, those products are immediately available for 
sale. From there, Amazon handles storage, packaging, shipping, and customer service on 
behalf of the merchant.

http://www.cpcstrategy.com/blog/2015/01/amazon-selling-common-mistakes/
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FBA services tack on additional seller fees to the order―on top of the existing Marketplace 
referral charges.

Perhaps the most obvious beneficiaries of FBA are small business owners, who likely don’t 
have efficient fulfillment systems in place and don’t want to risk the potential negative effects 
that a poor customer experience could instigate.

Amazon is a favorable partner for businesses because:

FBA inventory’s eligibility for Amazon Prime

It’s hugely influential role on Buy Box ownership

The added safeguard for other significant Buy Box factors like Fulfillment Latency and 
Seller Rating

There is a very strong correlation between FBA utilization and higher sales performance

Send Inventory  
to Amazon

Receive & Store Customer Orders  
Product

Pick, Pack & Ship Customer Service Customer Returns

How FBA Works

1 2 3 4 5 6

http://cdn-website.cpcstrategy.com/wp-content/uploads/fba-whitepaper.pdf
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The Role of Fulfillment by Merchant (FBM)

For sellers who don’t want to use FBA, they can opt for Fulfillment by Merchant. In this 
scenario, some sellers would rather handle the entire selling and shipping process than have it 
managed in FBA. 

One of the leading reasons sellers opt for FBM is to avoid the seller fees and improve their 
margins. In some cases, sellers using FBM can see higher margins. 

Amazon recently announced they will be extending their Prime privileges to merchants who 
store and ship their own inventory through the Amazon Seller Fulfilled Prime program. This is 
exciting news for both sellers and consumers invested in Amazon’s widely successful free two-
day shipping service. We anticipate sellers who are accepted into this program will experience 
an increase in sales, typical for Prime eligible products.

The objective of the Amazon Seller Fulfilled Prime program is to provide “Prime” shipping 
privileges to Amazon sellers that have established their ability to ship merchant-fulfilled orders 
and meet Amazon’s high performance levels (through FBA).

But it’s not a clear win for all using FBM. For Amazon sellers managing a high volume of 
products, the fulfillment process can be overwhelming. Amazon will hold you accountable to 
its high standards so any late shipments, etc. will be considered unacceptable. This could lead 
to an increase in negative customer feedback as well. Many high-volume Amazon sellers that 
have large sales channels outside of Amazon opt not to use FBA for tax nexus purposes. 

This is so because using FBA - and effectively using many of Amazon’s Fulfillment Centers ―
establishes a tax nexus that applies to the whole business and not just for sales made on Amazon.

https://go.amazonservices.com/Seller_Fulfilled_Prime_Application.html
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17. Utilizing Inventory Management Software

Stock outs and overselling are costly situations for any retailer, namely one that sells on 
Amazon. Amazon prides itself on having exceptional customer service, and expects no less of 
its third party sellers. Selling an item that is already out of stock places you at risk for negative 
buyer feedback, poor seller metrics and potentially even suspension. Overselling is actually the 
number one reason Amazon sellers find their accounts suspended. 

Successful sellers eliminate this risk by partnering with reliable inventory management 
software to automate their back-end quantity sync. 

A robust inventory tool will be able to consolidate sales orders in one locations and 
automatically reduce stock quantities across channels to prevent a stock out. If you want to 
grow and scale your business and maintain a stellar reputation on Amazon, find an inventory 
solution that fits your business needs.

 

To Find the Right Software for You, We Suggest Creating a 
Checklist of Your Top Needs: 

What are the integrated marketplaces, shopping carts, shipping providers and accounting 
systems you absolutely need to run your business? 

What additional functionality, like product listing or email marketing, would be beneficial 
and help save time? 

Are there any other integrations or functions that could help you grow in the direction 
you envision for your business?

We’ve put together a 

comprehensive checklist to 

help you get started.

https://www.ecomdash.com/inventory-management/
https://www.ecomdash.com/inventory-management/
https://www.ecomdash.com/how-to-find-the-perfect-inventory-management-software/
https://www.ecomdash.com/how-to-find-the-perfect-inventory-management-software/
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18. Properly Packaging Shipments

Exceptionally packed items can get to the customers quickly and prevent damage during 
transit. Certainly around the holidays, play it safe by overdoing padding and reinforcing your 
packaging.  Tape shut the opening and seams of your boxes with 2-inch-wide tape, and always 
use proper packaging materials. 

This Includes:

•  Packing tape (2-inch-wide clear, brown, reinforced or paper packing tape)

•  Cardboard boxes

•  Bubble envelopes

•  Cardboard backed envelopes

•  Bubble wrap & foam peanuts
 

To avoid unnecessary delays, remove batteries from all items. Packages that buzz, beep or tick 
during shipment may cause suspicion and delay the arrival of your item. Consider insuring 
expensive or fragile items, and anything making a long transit to the buyer. Take pictures of 
your products before you send them as proof of condition, in case the buyer files a claim.
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Customer Service
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Customer Service

19. Maintaining a High Seller Rating

Amazon Seller Rating is a data-driven measure of the customer experience a seller provides, 
and it has a major impact on Buy Box ownership.

Seller Rating information is intended to help sellers identify customer service improvements 
that could lead to more satisfied buyers and a better rating.

PRO-TIP: The rating is scored on a scale of 0 to 100 (Example: 95.00/100). 

This Rating is Based on:

How quickly you respond to buyers

Whether you ship on time

Canceled orders

Credit card chargebacks

A-to-Z Guarantee claims

Negative feedback 
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You may discover you are Not Yet Rated. This means that you have had zero (0) orders in the 
last 365 days. As your business grows and you receive orders, the system will automatically 
calculate a rating for you. 

How is your Seller Rating Calculated?

Each of your orders in the last 365 days is assigned a score, called an Order Quality Score. 
If an order is fulfilled without any problems, it receives 100 points. Orders with associated 
problems lose points. 

Your Order Quality Score Factors:

•  Order-related buyer messages that do not receive a response within 24 hours

•  Orders where the actual ship date is later than the promised ship date

•  Cancelled orders (does not include buyer-requested order cancellations)

•  Orders that are not confirmed shipped within the required time period

•  Seller-faulted credit card chargebacks on an order

•  Seller-faulted A-to-z Guarantee claims on an order

•  Negative feedback on an order

Since performance on recent orders is more important than those in the past, a time weighted 
average is applied to determine your final score. This means that your most recent mature 
orders count the most and will have the greatest impact on your final score.
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The latest metric, Return Dissatisfaction Rate introduced in November 2015, measures 
customer satisfaction on how customer returns are processed. The rating is based on the 
percentage of valid return requests that were not answered within 48 hours, were incorrectly 
rejected, or received negative customer feedback.

Good 

A green check-mark in this column 

means that the seller’s performance is 

meeting Amazon’s target for this metric.

Fair 

A yellow exclamation point in this 

column means that the seller’s 

performance does not currently meet 

Amazon’s target for this metric. In this 

event, sellers should take steps to 

improve their on-time delivery to help 

avoid negative feedback and claims.

Poor 

A red “X” in this column means a seller’s 

performance currently falls significantly 

below Amazon’s target for this metric. 

They should take immediate steps to 

improve their on-time delivery to help 

avoid negative feedback and claims.

Sellers Will See One of Three Ratings for their New Performance Metric Including:

The Return Dissatisfaction Rate Consists of Three  
Individual Components

•  Negative Return Feedback Rate

•  Late Response Rate

•  Invalid Rejection Rate
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Negative Return Feedback Rate

Negative Return Feedback Rate is the percentage of valid return requests that have negative 
buyer feedback. For every return request, Amazon asks buyers if their return was resolved. 
If they indicate that the return was not resolved, the return request is considered to have a 
negative feedback.

Late Response Rate

Amazon sellers must respond to return requests from buyers within 48 hours. If within 48 
hours of receiving the request they do not authorize the return, provide a refund, or close the 
request, Amazon will consider this a response late.

Invalid Rejection Rate

The Invalid Rejection Rate is the percentage of in-policy return requests that are incorrectly 
rejected. If a return is in-policy, the buyer should receive a full refund, have their request 
authorized, or have their issue resolved so that they no longer desire the return. If one of 
these criteria is not met, Amazon considers the return to be incorrectly rejected. If the seller 
resolves the buyer’s issue without a return, they can use the appropriate close codes (listed 
below) to indicate this.

This new metric is in line with how Amazon obsesses about the customer even if it makes 
life more challenging for merchants. It looks like the return dissatisfaction rate is based on 
requests which were not answered in 48 hours. Even if it takes a seller longer than that to get 
the return label from their vendors, they can still honor the request within 48 hours and then 
pass along the return label once they have it.

PRO-TIP: Sellers should 
mark the order refunded if 
they have already issued  
a refund.
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20. Negative Feedback Management

The best way to deal with negative feedback, of course, is to avoid it entirely. Below are the 
most common reasons buyers leave negative feedback.

•  Out of stock items

•  Late shipment

•  Messy or complicated return

•  Product not as described

•  Wrong size or product

•  Product quality

•  Customer service

•  Inaccurate feedback

Be sure to always ship items quickly and with proper packaging. Try to establish a rule that you 
will get all orders packaged and to the post office same day, or one day after the order was 
placed. Your photos should be clear and well-lit, and product descriptions accurate  
and detailed.
 
Sometimes, even when you’ve done everything in your power to provide a superb buying 
experience, you may still end up with a poor review from time to time. The next page will 
explain what to do to rectify your negative feedback.
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Here’s What to do to Rectify the Negative Feedback

Submit the feedback to Amazon, especially if you sell via FBA. Amazon will review the 
buyer response, and may automatically remove the feedback.

If you cannot get the feedback removed by Amazon, reach out immediately to the buyer 
via email. Remove all emotion from the correspondence to remain professional. This 
can be hard to do in the heat of the moment, so consider creating email templates 
ahead of time in case these situations arise. Listen to the buyer, try to understand their 
concerns, and work with them to come to a solution. Be prepared to offer a refund, if 
need be.

Once the issue has been resolved, feel free to reach out again and kindly ask them to 
remove the feedback.

If the buyer won’t budge or respond to your request to remove the feedback, leave 
a response to their feedback on your seller profile. Respond with the issue the buyer 
encountered, and what steps you took to resolve the problem. This response is 
public, and you only get once chance, so make sure it is professional and to the point. 
A feedback response is for the benefit of future buyers. You don’t want potential 
shoppers to be scared away by a poor buyer review. Your response will demonstrate 
that if a problem does occur, you are a professional seller that will take all necessary 
steps to alleviate buyer concerns, and won’t leave them hanging.

 

1

2

3

4
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Include Custom Packing Slips with Each Order

The packing slip is a creative way to communicate with buyers and help brand the shopping 
experience. You still need to abide by Amazon’s policy for communicating with shoppers 
― meaning no language that directs them away from the marketplace and to your website, 
and no incentive offered for positive feedback. That said, the packing slip can still be used to 
encourage buyer feedback and repeat customers.
 
Within each slip, include a sentence that thanks buyers for their purchase and lets them know 
that they are welcome to contact you, should any issue arise. If you receive only a few orders 
a day, consider handwriting this sentence. If your order volume is too large to handwrite each 
note, enlist a tool that allows you to customize your packing slips in bulk.
 
Here are some examples of sentences you could incorporate into your packing slips:
 

Thanks for your purchase! We are a new business on Amazon―how did we do?
 
Thanks for your purchase! We strive to provide exceptional products and services to our 
buyers. If you are not 100% satisfied with your order, please contact us immediately, so that 
we can resolve the issue.
 
Thanks for supporting our business – we appreciate you! If you have any questions or 
comments regarding your order, feel free to contact us at name@company.com

mailto:name@company.com
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Final Takeaways
From advanced advertising to inventory management and customer service, we’ve compiled 
a list of the 20 characteristics every sophisticated seller should implement if they plan to stay 
ahead of their competitors in Amazon’s competitive marketplace.

Advanced Amazon Marketing Strategy

1. Optimized Amazon Product Content

Because “search” is the way most shoppers look for products, it is important to develop 
product titles and descriptions with all the necessarily product field optimizations to stand 
out and rank against competitors.

The number of views for a product detail page can increase significantly by adding just one 
additional search term – if it’s a relevant and compelling term.

Other factors such as price, availability, selection and sales history will also help determine 
where a product will appear in the search results. 
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2. Developed Detail Pages

A great detail page accurately presents all the product information a customer would want 
and need in order to make a buying decision.

In creating these detail page elements, it is critical to be as accurate as possible with the 
product information. Customers want to know exactly what they are buying.

Every detail page should include a concise and unique title, in Amazon.com title style, 5 
bullet points conveying the most important information about the product, an accurate 
description of the product, and a clear product image of exactly what the customer is 
purchasing.

3. Robust Amazon Product Titles

As of July 15, 2015, Amazon has implemented a 200-character title maximum for  
all categories.

Keywords are a vital component of any product title but retailers should be weary of 
keyword stuffing―a practice that can be detrimental to your ranking. 

Products with clear and detailed information are more likely to earn a higher click-through-
rate and convert. 
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4. Using the Search Term Report in Sponsored Products

Since Amazon customers tend to have a higher intent to purchase, selecting the best 
keywords for your products is a vital component of your marketing strategy.

Bidding on the right keywords for your products can improve your page sales rank and 
organic listings, and will ultimately influence your product sales.

We recommend that advertisers utilize the Search Term Report for Sponsored Products 
located in Seller Central as their main source of keyword harvesting.

5. Creating How-to Product Videos

Create instructional videos that answer a common buyer question or need.

Videos that are instructional or educational in nature – like product tutorials, demos, 
assembly, etc., are valuable to the buyer and establish you as a resource.

Product videos do not have to be a major expense. John Lawson of 3rd Power Outlet filmed 
his demo video with a smartphone. It cost him zero dollars to make, and it now has over 
300,000 hits.
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6. Consistently Aggregating Product Reviews

Product reviews on the Amazon Marketplace play a significant and multifaceted role in 
overall sales performance.

In this case, product reviews will affect both your product Discoverability and  
product Buyability.

Advanced sellers should be thinking about Amazon product feedback management as a 
significant aspect of overall strategy.

 

7. Understanding Product Feedback’s Impact on Discoverability

Search filters are an integral part of product Discoverability on Amazon, and one of the 
most prominently placed filters for any given search is “Avg. Customer Review” (a.k.a. 
product feedback). 

Any Amazon customer will attest that one of Amazon’s best value props is that it’s a hub for 
many unbiased customer reviews, and so they’ll often search using this filter.

A given ASIN will become less discoverable if it A) does not have any product reviews and B) 
if it doesn’t have a positive review rating.

http://cpcstrategy.com/amazon-discoverability/
http://cpcstrategy.com/amazon-buyability/
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8. Understanding Product Feedback’s Impact on Buyability

Amazon product pages are no exception to the conversion rate optimization (CRO) best 
practice of including a lot of product reviews on an ecommerce product page.

On a given Amazon product detail page, you can implement your own CRO best practices 
through investing in optimizing your product content and/or attaining product reviews. 

Both will allow the shopper to better make an informed purchase decision.

9. Leveraging Feedback Management Technology

Whether you’re focusing on increasing the Discoverability of a given ASIN (increase 
sessions) or driving more conversions on a product detail page (increase orders), 
there’s really only 2 very similar scenarios where it makes sense to invest resources into 
accumulating product reviews (of course, with the hopes that these reviews will be positive): 

You’re the only seller for an ASIN, presumably because you’re the manufacturer

You have very high Buy Box ownership share for a given ASIN

1

2
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10. Integrating a Repricing Solution

As the ecommerce market becomes increasingly competitive, retailers need to be able to 
easily monitor their competitors and the market as a whole. 

Dynamic pricing is a strategy used by many sellers to adjust their product prices in 
response to real-time supply and demand. 

Machine-learning, complex demand estimation and algorithm-based repricing is what the 
future holds.

Amazon Advertising

11. Access to Amazon Marketing Services

Amazon Marketing Services (AMS) offers effective tools to help sellers stand out against 
their competitors and drive traffic to product detail pages and branded pages.

The primary benefit of using AMS over other services, is that it gives sellers/advertisers 
a direct opportunity to get their products and brand in front of additional in-market 
shoppers on Amazon.com.

The program is available to all Amazon vendors and select third party sellers. The most 
difficult aspect for third party sellers is gaining access to the program. 
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12. Scaling Sponsored Products

Sponsored Products is one of the most powerful tools sellers can leverage to increase 
profitability for their online store.

With Sponsored Products, ads can appear below the search results, in the right column on 
search results pages, and in an ad placement on detail pages. Ads may also appear on both 
mobile and tablet browsers. 

Amazon Sponsored Products use targeted ads to give 3Ps more control over product 
merchandising on Amazon.com by boosting the visibility of their products when shoppers 
search for keywords to bid on. 

13. Using Facebook to Drive Traffic to Detail Pages

Have you ever checked out a product on Amazon and seen it pop back up on your 
Facebook feed later? That’s essentially what Facebook remarketing / retargeting is.

Facebook retargeting ads are a great way to keep potential customers engaged with your 
Amazon site / product. 

To activate Facebook retargeting efforts, retailers will need to install custom audience pixel. 
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14. Scheduling Lightning Deals

An Amazon Lightning Deal is a promotion with a limited number of discount offers on an 
item for a short period of time. 

These premium deals can be found throughout Amazon.com, including the Gold Box page 
and are available one per customer, until either the promotional period (typically 4 hour 
blocks) for the deal expires or all the available promotional discounts are claimed.

Products that are featured in Amazon’s Lightning Deal spaces typically enjoy a bump in sales 
throughout the duration of the deal.

Fulfillment and Inventory Management

15. Managing Inventory at a Large-Scale

Feed management systems or dropship management software are designed to auto-route 
sales orders to your associated suppliers and warehouses. This information is typically 
communicated via an FTP or HTTP location in a CSV format.

When the order is shipped, a feed management and dropship system will connect with 
your warehouses, obtain tracking info, and automatically communicate it to the sales 
channel where the order was placed.

Ecommerce directories like WebRetailer and Ecombytes are good places to look for this 
type of software.

https://www.amazon.com/gp/help/customer/display.html/ref=hp_565778_ablightning?nodeId=201134080
http://www.amazon.com/gp/goldbox/ref=nav_cs_gb
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16. Assuming a Hybrid Approach to FBA & FBM

If you sell on Amazon, or are looking to sell on Amazon as a third party seller, one of the 
first decisions you need to make is whether to use Fulfillment by Amazon (FBA) or to handle 
your fulfillment in house (or by a service).

When retailers sell an item (through FBA), Amazon will pick, pack, ship and provide 
customer service for the purchased product, including the dreaded returns. 

Knowing which segments of inventory to deploy for FBA is a huge advantage in both driving 
sessions to listings and owning a higher share of detail page conversions.

For sellers who don’t want to use FBA, they can opt for Fulfillment by Merchant. In this 
scenario, some sellers would rather handle the entire selling and shipping process than 
have it managed in FBA. 

17. Utilizing Inventory Management Software

Inventory management software automatically updates stock quantities across channels as 
a sale is made.

Inventory software eliminates the risk of overselling, which is the number one cause for 
suspension on Amazon.

To find the best software for you, compile a list of your absolute must haves, and use 
that list to “interview” potential software providers. Consider things like required channel 
integrations, additional functionality (like product listing and shipping management) and if 
you’d prefer a desktop or cloud based software.
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18. Properly Packaging Shipments

Pad and reinforce packages, taping shut the opening and seams with 2-in-wide clear or 
brown tape. Use proper packaging materials, like bubble envelopes, cardboard backed 
envelopes and more.

Packages that tick, buzz or beep during transit may incite suspicion and cause delays. To 
avoid this, remove all batteries from items before shipping.

In the case of expensive or fragile items, consider insuring your packages. Also take 
pictures of your products before you send them as proof of condition, just in case.

Customer Service 

19. Maintaining a High Seller Rating

Amazon Seller Rating is a data-driven measure of the customer experience a  
seller provides.

Seller Rating information is intended to help sellers identify customer service 
improvements that could lead to more satisfied buyers and a better rating.

The latest metric, Return Dissatisfaction Rate introduced in November 2015, measures 
customer satisfaction on how customer returns are processed. The rating is based on 
the percentage of valid return requests that were not answered within 48 hours, were 
incorrectly rejected, or received negative customer feedback.
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20. Negative Feedback Management

Some of the most common reasons a buyer will leave negative feedback are: out of stock 
items, late shipment, messy or complicated returns, inaccurate product descriptions, 
wrong item size, poor quality and customer service. Address these situations and prevent 
them from happening when possible.

If you receive a negative feedback, submit it to Amazon for removal, particularly if you sell 
via FBA.

Reach out to the buyer immediately when you receive a negative feedback. Remove all 
emotion, and try to understand the issue objectively. Figure out what went wrong, and 
correct the problem quickly.

Once the issue has been resolved, politely ask the buyer to remove the negative feedback. 
If they won’t, respond to their feedback on your seller profile with an account of the steps 
you took to address the issue.
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Amazon Experts Share Their Insight:

“While the rapid evolution of the Amazon Marketplace 
creates significant revenue opportunities for online 
retailers, it also means standing still is not an option. 
The strategies, tactics, approach, and toolbox which 
produced results even a year or two ago are not 
enough, and 3P Sellers need to continue to innovate on 
their process to stay ahead of the competition.”

- Pat Petriello, Senior Marketplace Channel Strategist  

“Diligently abide by rules, and never direct traffic 
away from Amazon and to your websites, so that you 
can remain in good standing. Remember – Amazon 
customers have high expectations. Provide an 
exceptional shopping experience from start to finish, 
and you’ll grow successful and carve out your own 
corner of the marketplace.” 

- Tiana Byers, Marketing 
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Schedule My Evaluation

What Now?

Your Complimentary Amazon Evaluation
CPC Strategy’s Amazon Vendor Audit is a complimentary 60-minute analysis and assessment of brand's existing

Vendor Central account, advertising programs, product order (PO) volume, and profitability metrics.

We Turn Browsers Into Buyers

http://www.cpcstrategy.com/amazon-evaluation/
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Join a Live Demo

Join a Live Demo
The ecomdash multichannel inventory, order, listing and shipping software helps customers grow and compete on Amazon and 

beyond. Sign up for a free demo, and find out why all customers increase sales by an average of 23%, quarter over quarter.

eCommerce, Automated.

 https://www.ecomdash.com/
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